further test set -which means it must be annotated or at least has a manual "inspection" count -please can you detail which of these is the case.) -much of the approach using images patches (including the scanning window, and sub cropping within a larger window for augmentation etc) is similar to our previous work [13] . This is referenced in the introduction, but it might be helpful to also point to this paper in the methods section as there is a lot of similarity in the basic approach.
-Also to note: The authors have referenced our previous work [13] second column p2, but don't quite have the details right. It is not a shallow CNN with 2 x conv layers (please see Supplemental 2 in [13] for full architecture). Please also add details explaining how the approach here is different from the existing approach.
-p5. What does the sentence "Note that only annotated patches have been considered for evaluation" mean? Are some not annotated? -p5,. "DenseNet showed higher representation learning capacity" -is there evidence for this, or is it a hypothesis? -it would be helpful to have a figure (or further supplemental info) illustrating the strategy for dealing with overlapping siliques (p7, "Sillique counting") - Table 5 . It may be more insightful to have some more metrics, e.g. % exactly right, % within 1 count of the groundtruth, % within 5 counts of GT etc. as correlation can be hard to interpret, and is sensitive to outliers (e.g. the the right-most three points in fig 9 may possibly be skewing the correlation ) -Is Fig 9 the same data as produced Table 5 ? As the reported r^2 in the legend is different to the table.
-In the results (p7) it seems like a recent non-deep learning approach actually performed better (r^2 0.91 versus 0.9). This definitely warrants further discussion. -Is the annotation GUI being released? -p2 "augment [an] Arabidopsis rosette dataset" (wording) -p3 "the difference in distribution between testing and training"... please clarify which difference in which distribution you are referring too. -p3 " (3) to exclude ambiguous patch examples" -sorry I'm not sure of the meaning here.
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